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ABSTRACT
Application-Aware Routing (AAR) tracks network and path characteristics of data
plane tunnels between Software-Defined Wide Area Network (SD-WAN) devices such
that collected information can be used to compute optimal paths for data traffic. An
SDWAN tunnel can have data plane tunnel performance characteristics, typically referred
to as a service-level agreement (SLA). Based on a tunnel's SLA classification and policy,
an SLA next-hop can be chosen for a given application. If the application does not meet
the SLA, the traffic can either get dropped (e.g., via a strict policy) or can take the worst
path. If a policy is not a strict policy, then Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) routing may
result in an inconsistent user experience for the same application. Provided herein is a
technique to achieve efficient ECMP routing on a best set of tunnels when SLA is not met
or best of best tunnel selection.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Application-Aware Routing (AAR) tracks network and path characteristics of data
plane tunnels between Software-Defined Wide Area Network (SD-WAN) devices such
that collected information can be used to compute optimal paths for data traffic. Typically,
tunnel loss, latency, and jitter are measured to provide path selection for application traffic.
A service-level agreement (SLA) can be used to define data tunnel performance
characteristics for SDWAN tunnels.
Based on a tunnel's SLA classification and policy, an SLA next-hop can be chosen
for a given application. Some SDWANs implement a tunnel selection scheme referred to
as 'Best in Worst Tunnel Selection'. For example, if the application does not meet a given
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SLA, the traffic can either get dropped (e.g., via a strict policy) or can take the worst path.
If a policy is not a strict policy, then Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) routing (sometimes
referred to as Equal-Cost Multi-Pathing) may result in an inconsistent user experience for
the same application.
In general, when a network operator configures loss as 2%, latency as 100
milliseconds (msec) and jitter as 70 msec, the tunnels considered for ECMP include tunnels
having a loss from to 0% - 2%, latency 0-100 msec, and Jitter 0-70 msec. This means that
there is a window for each attribute and it may be advantageous to add more tunnels as part
of ECMP. Also, there is no reprogramming required when a tunnel latency changes any
values from 0-100 msec (e.g., no reprogramming is required if latency changes from 50
msec to 51 msec,).
The above configuration would create a problem in Best tunnel selection, which
can include two use cases:
1. Best of Worst (i.e., when SLA is not met); and
2. Best of Best (i.e., an application may ask for a best tunnel even when SLA is
met)
As an illustrative example, consider a use case in which a best tunnel is desired
based on latency. In this example, the best tunnel could be only the tunnel which has the
same best latency value. For this example, consider two tunnels, Tunnel 1 and Tunnel 2,
in which latency is measured at a Time T0, as follows:
Time T0:
Tunnel 1=101 msec (Latency)
Tunnel 2=102 msec (Latency)
Based on the measured latency for Tunnel 1 and Tunnel 2, Tunnel1 would be
considered the best tunnel. However, Tunnel 1 and Tunnel 2 are equally best from a worst
latency perspective. This proposal provides a technique to solve this issue by adding more
tunnels having measured performance that are closer to one another to the available pool
for ECMP routing to improve both Best of Worst and Best of Best routing.
Consider another Time T1 in which latency is measured as follows:
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Time T1:
Tunnel 1=103 msec (Latency)
Tunnel 2=102 msec (Latency)
In this example, the reading slightly changed at time T1 such that Tunnel 2 is now
considered to be the best tunnel. Such a variance is common in the Internet and this change
lead to reprogramming overhead and, eventually, path change. This proposal provides a
technique to also solve this issue by providing for the ability to configure a variance criteria
that can be used to set more tunnels having measured performance (based on SLA readings)
that are closer to one another to the available pool for ECMP routing so that reprogramming
can be avoided when SLA parameters change slightly.
Consider a further illustrative example in which a 'Voice' policy can be configured
for an SLA-class involving voice traffic as follows:
policy
sla-class Voice
latency 20
jitter 30
Tunnel 1: Latency=120, Loss=1%, Jitter=90
Tunnel 2: Latency=40, Loss=2%, Jitter=45
Tunnel 3: Latency=40, Loss=5%, Jitter=45
Tunnel 4: Latency=130, Loss=10%, Jitter=90
As shown for the example Voice policy, the required latency is 20 msec and the
required jitter is 30 msec for four tunnels for a given remote branch.
When utilizing the current mechanism for Application-Aware Routing for such an
SLA policy, if any of the tunnels between the WAN edge devices do not meet the SLA
criteria, then ECMP routing is performed on the default SLA bucket, which includes all
the tunnels. As shown below in Figure 1, when the tunnels do not meet the SLA criteria,
the voice traffic for a first user, User1, can be assigned to Tunnel 1 which has a latency=120
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msec, a loss=1%, and a jitter=90 msec, and voice traffic for a second user, User2, can be
assigned to Tunnel 2, which as a latency=40 msec, a loss=2%, and a jitter=45 msec.

Figure 1: Current Implementation for Application-Aware Routing
As shown in Figure 1, there may be an inconsistency in user experience for the
same application for different users when utilizing the current mechanism for ApplicationAware Routing.
With Best in Worst Tunnel Selection an option can be provided to configure a
fallback-best-tunnel under a given SLA-Class. For example, a network operator can
configure tunnel selection criteria when SLA-class requirements are not met and best
among the worst tunnels can be chosen based on the order of the configured criteria.
Continuing from the above example, if the SLA-class criteria of latency=20 msec
and jitter=30 msec for voice traffic is not met by any of tunnels and the selection criteria is
configured as latency and jitter, Tunnel 2 can be chosen for all the users having traffic
belonging to the voice SLA-class, as shown in Figure 2, below.
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Figure 2: Current Fallback Best Tunnel Selection
As illustrated in Figure 2, Tunnel 2 has a latency of 40 msec and a jitter of 45 msec
and may therefore be considered to be the best among all the available fallback tunnels.
Although the latency and jitter readings/measurements for Tunnel 3 and Tunnel 4 may also
have measured performance that is close to the fallback best tunnel, these tunnels are not
selected for packet forwarding when utilizing the current mechanisms for fallback tunnel
selection.
This proposal provides a technique in which variance along with best tunnel
selection can be performed in order to provide efficient ECMP routing between WAN edge
devices. Along with Best in Worst Tunnel Selection, if variance is also configured for an
SLA-class, then ECMP routing can be performed for traffic on all of the available tunnels
that fall within a configured variance range.
Consider a policy, as shown below in Figure 3, in which a latency-variance can also
be configured as a criteria for fallback best tunnel selection.
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Figure 3: Latency-Variance Configuration for Fallback Best Tunnel Selection
Continuing from the above example, recall that the best tunnel is Tunnel 2 when
SLA is not met based on latency and jitter criteria. In contrast, the policy for the voice
SLA-class in accordance with the technique of the proposal now includes a latencyvariance of 10. Thus, according to this proposal, Tunnel 2 (latency=40), Tunnel 3
(latency=42), and Tunnel 4 (latency=45), each of which are within the latency-variance
range, can be used and voice traffic from the users belonging to the SLA-class can be
ECMP'ed on Tunnel 2, Tunnel 3, and Tunnel 4.
Accordingly, the proposed technique may allow more tunnels as part of ECMP
routing when the SLA readings/measurements are closer to the best tunnel, thereby
facilitating efficient ECMP routing between WAN edge devices. In addition, adding the
variance may also help in dampening of tunnels.
For cases in which tunnel latency may vary, tunnels may need to be reprogramed
for packet forwarding, which may lead to performance issues. Consider an example
involving SLA readings for the four tunnels of the above example for two Times, T0 and
T1, as shown below:
T0:
Tunnel 1: Latency=120, Loss=1%, Jitter=90
Tunnel 2: Latency=40, Loss=1%, Jitter=45 <- Best Tunnel
Tunnel 3: Latency=42, Loss=2%, Jitter=45
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Tunnel 4: Latency=45, Loss=2%, Jitter=30
T1:
Tunnel 1: Latency=120, Loss=1%, Jitter=90
Tunnel 2: Latency=42, Loss=1%, Jitter=45
Tunnel 3: Latency=40, Loss=2%, Jitter=45 <- Best Tunnel
Tunnel 4: Latency=45, Loss=2%, Jitter=30
The above SLA readings between the two time intervals may causes data plane
reprogramming. For example, at Time T0, Tunnel 2 was considered to be the best based
on latency and later, at Time T1, Tunnel 3 becomes best due to the change in latency.
However, when utilizing the latency-variance criteria for the example as discussed
above, Tunnel 2, Tunnel 3, and Tunnel 4 are still within the range and, hence, traffic can
continue to be ECMP'ed between the tunnels even if there is a change in SLA reading. A
slight variance in SLA readings would be common in most of the Internet; thus, the
technique described herein helps in not flapping data plane tunnels when there are minor
SLA changes. Accordingly, the variance configuration technique provides a deterministic
path for a given host and a given application, which can improve serviceability.
In summary, provided herein is a technique to achieve efficient ECMP routing on
best tunnels when SLA is not met. The technique provides for efficient and consistent
ECMP routing when utilizing Application-Aware Routing for both Best of Worst and Best
of Best tunnel selection.
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